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Gather everyday items and recycled materials (scan items) to make art that you might

expect to have to avoid ordering online. Projects can be two-fold. Make the most of what

you and your children create.  

First, art processes inherently can help your child access areas that encourage creative

thinking and skills associated with academic learning. 

Other benefits include providing outlets to express feelings, release tension or excessive

energy, or make them calm. 

The second considerations are what you do with the art product after it’s completed. The

art can become the catalyst to connect the maker with another through an art critique,

game, or show.

What a better way to learn more about one another and develop healthy social skills.

 You may find some of my ideas more tailored to your needs than others.  These activities

may be more suitable at different times of the day. Don’t feel creative? Don’t be fooled

into thinking you have to be original or unique when making art.

Creativity comes from many places, and we do not live in a vacuum. Artists are not

magicians. They expose themselves to many sources that nurture their creativity. 

Feeling creative comes more quickly as you become acquainted with doing art. Think of

it like exercise-a bit challenging if you are out of shape but soon find you have developed

the strength and endurance you never had before.  Just make stuff with your children

without judgment and critical remarks. Be the essential role model demonstrating how

making art is fundamental to our human existence and leads to confidence, self-esteem,

adaptability, and self-awareness. Your child may be less inhibited about making things

than you. Take their lead and learn from them. It will do you some good.

 



My best advice is to be organized and designate a particular area for art.  Initiating

art experiences becomes less of a challenge and more spontaneous. You can use

laundry baskets, old boxes or tubs, large coffee cans to hold any of these things. Here are

some ideas to start with. (Demonstration 2 minutes)

  1. Puppets on Electronic Devices, e.g., American Idol,  News, and Weather, Stand-up

Comedy (see example puppets and cereal box theater)

 2. Pirate Projects: (scan examples )Make a flag, a treasure chest filled with magazine

pictures of things you treasure, hide it for others to find, and draw a map to give clues.

Construct a pirate ship to float in the bathtub. Make an island out of a paper plate that

contains five things you need to survive.

 3. Family Bouquet: (scan examples) Each member makes a flower for the bouquet.

Discuss where your flower grows best, its unique features, and how each helped solve the

challenges making it. Take a picture of the smell. Send it to someone to brighten their

day on social media, email, or, if accessible, print and make cards to send in the mail.

Need more direction? Search the web or YouTube for instructional videos. But I

cannot stress enough to stay in the present. There is no need to busy yourself

too much with “how-to’s.” Let your children take the lead and enjoy it as a

family experience. Make a story together about it. If you have more than one

child making art, be mindful of their unique approaches to how you compliment

or redirect them. The end goal is for all to feel secure in the creative process. It is indeed

a life skill. 

Remember the saying, “comparison is the thief of joy.”  


